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Pavel
Plaksin
Pavel Plaksin is the Head of the Heavy Industry and Natural
Resources practice at Ward Howell.
Pavel Plaksin s tarted h is career at Ward Howell in 2001. As a consultant, he has successfully managed hundreds of
projects for oil and gas, petrochemical, industrial manufacturing, energy, metallurgical, and high-technology Russian
and international companies.
In 2003 he created the Management Selection service, which has continued to successfully develop over the las t 10
years and, in 20 14, was the launch ing pad for the creation of the company FIRST.
Pavel received h ig her technical education, graduating from the Russian State Oil and Gas University. In 2009, he took
a management course at INSEAD Business School. He completed a mini-MBA, focusing on the oil and gas indus try, and
also completed the Young Presidents’ Organization course at London Business School on innovative development of
companies.

R

ecently, top managers at leading industrial
companies in Russia have been facing serious
managerial challenges, including difficulty in
accessing capital markets, the need to produce
products with higher added value, increasing productivity, finding new markets, and accurately calculating
risks. Maintaining the business’s value in this market is
a task for top managers capable of running a marathon over the long haul. Quick victories and breakaways fell by the wayside after 2008, when ineffective
management decisions could no longer be offset by a
rapid growth in demand and high raw material prices.
Today’s market isn’t so forgiving of mistakes and
ineffective business processes; any strategic or even
operational error could lead to significant losses. Many
companies reconsidered their priorities, changed their
top teams, and focused on new tasks. At the forefront
were managers who could concentrate on long-term
operational improvements and were capable of positively motivating in an uncertain climate.

Against this background, HR plays an enormous role
in creating professional teams, developing motivating compensation models, increasing the executive
professionalism, and building a corporate culture,
one directed toward not only continual operational
improvement, but also toward seeking out opportunities and creating new sources of growth.
We wanted to delve deeper into the following questions: What kinds of challenges do HR departments
of leading manufacturing companies face? How can
they create conditions conducive to higher employee productivity? What is the most important aspect
of human resources today?
We hope that our research will be useful for those
interested in questions about managing personnel in
complicated economic conditions.
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HR

IN HEAVY INDUSTRY:
AN UNCERTAIN

SITUATION
Several questions regarding personnel management have arisen amid the complicated economic conditions currently
enveloping Russian manufact uring companies: Is it worth reducing employee headcount, and how can one avoid losing
valua ble employees? Should we cut compensation, and how can we do that without falling below market average? Is
it worth inves ting in education and develo pment, or is it better to put those resources toward something else?

I

n the search for answers to these and other questions, Ward Howell’s Heavy Industry and Natural
Resources practice together with the Talent Equity
Institute surveyed HR directors and top personnel
managers from leading Russian manufacturers in the
following sectors:
•
•
•
•
•

Ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy;
Industrial chemicals;
Machinery;
Energy;
Mining.

THE BUSINESS SITUATION
The vast majority of leaders believe that changes in
the economic situation over the last several months
have had no effect on their strategic and even tactical
decisions. Major changes were made by companies as
an answer to the 2008 global crisis, which changed
the market environment and caused a drop in the
value of final products. It was that period that radically altered strategic priorities and approaches to
work, which resulted in major cuts and the launch of
anti-crisis projects. “We were waiting for this crisis and
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were prepared for it, so it was not as bad as in 20082009,” noted one of the survey participants.

have gotten used to living in uncertainty. The building
blocks for working in such conditions have become:

The recent events haven’t had a significant effect on
how businesses are managed, as over the last few
years businesses have been able to increase their margin of safety and resistance to external threats. “This
year, we stopped meddling in expenditures and started to
focus on growth points,” noted one respondent. Most

•
•
•
•

13%

working with capital markets;
creating new modern and competitive products;
entering new markets, including international ones;
focusing on the end user.

The vast majority (80%) of companies surveyed over

16%

We expected and prepared for the crisis – 16%
We have been in the crisis since 2008 – 31%
There is a crisis, but we don’t feel it
as much as we did in 2008 – 14%
31%

28%

We are not experiencing a crisis – 28%
Unsure – 13%

12%
Fig. 1. Perception of the current situation

13%
32%

Staff turnover increased – 13%
Staff turnover decreased – 32%
Staff turnover stayed the same – 55%

55%

Fig. 2. Changes in number of employees

the last few years worked on optimization. Overall, the
introduction of lean manufacturing systems and creating a culture of continuous improvement went from
being a popular trend to a vital necessity. As one of the
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respondents said, “it’s the only [acceptable] response to
the market environment.” “We are in a chronic state of
operational improvement,” noted another top manager.
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MANAGEMENT
It’s interesting that most surveyed managers believe
that top-management teams successfully cope with
these challenges. Here are some important leadership
skills that were noted as the most sought-after:
• A
 focus on long-term improvement without losing
enthusiasm;
• “The ability to shoot at a flying target” – the ability
to quickly make decisions in constantly evolving
conditions;
• The willingness to take on a leadership role in new
projects;
• The ability to embody the
values of the company, lead
by example, and create a positive internal atmosphere;
• The ability to work with
government.

their company’s organizational structure has simplified
to more adeptly react to the challenges of the market:
“We significantly simplified our structure, and now there
are only three levels between the general director and
standard employee.”

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
MARKET
Crises frequently “throw” onto the market qualified
professionals who are trying to find more effective uses of their talents and
become targets for corporate
recruiters (which occurred in
2009). However, more than
half of respondents (58%) noted that they have not yet seen
this happen. Some respondents believe that these professionals will appear a bit later,
as the economic situation
gets worse. Overall, according
to respondents, the leaders
businesses need have not gotten cheaper. In addition, top
managers expect a significant
increase in income when taking a new position due
to the risks associated with leaving their current post.
“The market isn’t presenting cheap professionals,” noted
one survey participant. Regardless, 23% of companies responded that they are actively recruiting
for available positions and are offering competitive
compensation packages.

About 26% of respondents noted that managers have become
more pressured by their
workload and their level of responsibility has
increased.

The vast majority of respondents noted that managers in
the manufacturing industry lack
business skills and overall financial and economic knowledge,
despite their deep technical
competence. This, combined
with a lack of the leadership skills mentioned above,
has precipitated a serious problem.
According to the poll, the most sought-after professionals included:
• Heads of production;
• Production system specialists;
• R&D professionals;
• Sales managers with experience in international
markets;
• EPC project managers;
• Procurement and logistics professionals.

About 26% of respondents noted that managers have
become more pressured by their workload and their
level of responsibility has increased. 19% of respondents confirmed that since the beginning of the crisis,

Amid the crisis in Ukraine, Russian companies are
actively eyeing the Ukrainian market for inexpensive
managers, but this appears to be a relatively dormant
trend – only 6% of responding companies are currently
actively hiring Ukrainian managers.
At the middle management level, about a third of
companies noted a decrease in the number of voluntary resignations, as everyone is trying to “hold their
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place” during periods of uncertainty. Turnover in the
industrial sector hovers about 5-7%, slightly under
pre-crisis levels.
But we can talk about employee loyalty during a crisis
later. More than 60% of companies are not trying to
retain their employees for various reasons (due to culture – “those who should be with us will always be with
us;” and due to the negative market environment –
“it’s pointless to go out on the market now”). However,
40% of respondents are working on employee retention; 13% are proactive about monitoring employees

that may be likely to leave. The most popular means
for retention is not through monetary compensation;
the majority of companies try to motivate unsatisfied
employees through changes in responsibility or transfers within the company.
Accordingly, only 16% of companies have started to
actively promote middle and top managers; around
60% have not changed their standard practices for
moving up the career ladder; and 26% of companies have deliberately suspended promotions due to
budget restrictions.

Change in responsibility/transfer
within the company – 43%
Increase salary, monetary reward – 21%
Individual approach – 14%
Redeveloping long-term motivation system – 14%
Corporate programs to increase involvement – 7%

0

10

20

30

40

Fig. 3. Most po pular methods of retaining employees

HR BUDGET
There are also no general trends with regards to HR
budgets: while most company departments have not
suffered significant cuts, 10% actually reported an
increase.
Regarding cost optimization, about one-third of companies cut down on work with providers, instead trying
to use internal resources for things such as internal
training, recruiting, etc.
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The majority of companies did not just not decrease their budgets for development, but actually
increased them, focusing, in general, on the top and
middle-management level: “As the market will remain
difficult [to navigate] in the long-term, we need
to develop our [managers].” In many companies,
training has become more systemic and focused on
achieving specific objectives. As one top manager
noted, “all of our development programs are aimed
at improving operational productivity.” “We already
got the low-hanging fruit, now we need to understand
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how to educate professionals to a higher level,” added
another.
What are industrial leaders being taught? Much attention is being paid to the following applied skills and
managerial competencies:
• production systems;

•
•
•
•

financial and economic knowledge;
project management;
teamwork;
working in international markets.

Where aren’t companies looking to save? Practically all
companies have not cut or have even increased their
budgets for social programs.

29%
35%

For all employees/Only for upper management
Increased development budget – 36%
Did not change – 35%
Decreased development budget – 29%

35%
Fig. 4. Budget changes for talent development

COMPENSATION POLICY
An overwhelming majority of respondents confirmed
that they would pay out full 2014 bonuses without
adjustments (only four companies had not made a
decision about bonus payments for last year).

group of respondents said that they are planning
on increasing salaries, but only for lower and middle-level employees. Two companies plan to increase
salaries just for top managers.

More than 50% of companies have already undertaken or are planning to implement wage indexation for
all employees (the average indexation is between 6
and 12%). About 20% of respondents have a freeze
on raises, and another 10% have not decided whether or not they will implement indexation. Another

We would like to separately address compensation
policies for expat workers in Russia. For them, a
hybrid system has been created with compensation
in both rubles and hard currency to, on the one hand,
make up for exchange rate losses, and on the other,
factor in partial ruble costs that have not changed.
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Most companies do not plan to change their structure
of compensation, though many plan to adjust KPIs. In
particular, one participant noted that at the moment
“cash flow is more significant for the company, while the
main target used to be EBITDA.” (For more on compensation systems during a crisis, see Svetlana Graiche’s
article on page 14.)

SHAREHOLDER
INTERVENTION
As a general rule, shareholders pay more attention to
their businesses during crisis, occasionally coming back
to operations management (which occurred in 2009).

10%

Indexing salaries for all employees – 52%
Indexing salaries for employees

19%

in certain categories (with the
exception of top management) – 19%
52%

No plans to index – 19%
Have not decided – 10%

19%
Fig 5. Company plans to index salaries in 2015

36%

32%

Owner did not leave
operations management – 32%
Board of Directors became
more involved – 3%
Owner became more involved – 29%

3%

Nothing has changed, in accordance with
the system of corporate governance – 36%

29%

Fig. 6. Owner involvement in operations management

Traditionally, there is a high level of involvement from
owners in operations management of Russian companies –
over 30% of respondents responded that an owner played
a role in operations management even before the crisis.
About a third noted an increase in the primary sharehold-
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er’s involvement. 36% said that they adopted an effective
system of corporate governance and shareholders are not
trying to change it: “We have built a system of corporate
governance, shareholders don’t try to climb in to operations from the sidelines.”
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WHAT WORRIES
HR MANAGERS
It turns out that there are common threads that are
important for many companies, and individual things
that are industry or business specific. Most HR directors
are worried about a lack of engineering and technical
personnel, due to the massive drain of those that want
to study engineering among the younger generation.

The second most frequently cited problem is the
competency of top managers, their ability to seamlessly react to modern-day challenges, as well as the
ability to demonstrate true leadership. Social stability is also a concern for HR directors, specifically how
to prevent falls in productivity or morale in difficult
conditions.

Mos t concerning to pics
Not enough engineering staff
Top-management competencies
Social stability
Staff for new projects
Demographic fall in the next 5 years
Staff optimization
Development and education
Diverse ways of motivating and rewarding
Forming HR teams

AN UNCERTAIN
SITUATION
We can confidently say that Russian manufacturing companies have not yet adhered to a particular
pattern in the current environment. Most of them are
optimistic – companies continue to invest in employee development and try to retain their most valuable
employees, recognizing that they could be major

growth points in the future. Pessimistic companies
went into survival mode – their main goal was to stay
afloat by cutting costs as much as possible.
Regardless, all companies are aware that a single,
long-term goal no longer exists. The strategy remains
unchanged in just one regard: it’s necessary to change
as quickly as possible.

HEAVY INDUSTRY: IS THERE A CRISIS?
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THE VIEW
OF A BANKER
We asked a director of a Heavy Industry department at a leading Russian commercial bank to, under the condition of
anonymity, comment on the current situation in manufacturing.

TEI: Several respondents that
work in export-oriented companies reflect on the current situation with unbridled joy – the ruble
depreciation has significantly
strengthened their position. Is
their optimism justified?

It became more expensive for industrial
companies to just
exist – they are anchored to their debt.
They have already
reached the limits of
optimization after
increasing efficiency
during the 20082009 crisis; now,
everything revolves
around price.

The golden export company is a
myth. First of all, we don’t have
companies on the Russian market that only export goods – at
least a portion of their domestic
demand has declined. Secondly,
the credit portfolio of exporter
companies are based in dollars,
which almost completely
negates any gains from depreciation (as almost all companies
are running on credit). Thirdly,
prices in foreign markets have
dropped and have yet to show
potential for recovery. Depreciation helped weaken expenditures and prevented a
collapse, but it’s hard to call that a pot of gold.
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TEI: What are the main problems
companies face?
The only thing that almost all
manufacturing companies have
in common is their clients’
poor solvency. Many companies, in turn, are trying to root
out those who can’t pay, pushing aside small contractors and
banks, which starts a vicious
cycle. In such circumstances,
stability and solvency become
more important than margins,
which makes it hard to adopt a
pre-crisis mentality.

It became more expensive for
industrial companies to just
exist – they are anchored to
their debt. They have already
reached the limits of optimization after increasing efficiency
during the 2008-2009 crisis; now, everything revolves
around price.
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The more marketable the company, the more
comfortable it will be. Marketable companies have
exchanges, exports, data, all of which can be used
to create forecasts. For quasi-marketable industries,
such as ferrous metallurgy or coal, the situation is
more difficult, here everything depends on demand.
For example, ferrous metallurgy is large and vertically-integrated, which helps control supply-chain
costs. A dependence on domestic demand appears
in several other industries, including construction,
railway construction, repair, and the auto industry.
At the moment, there is only one demand driver for
railway construction – RZD. The coal industry, on
the other hand, is diversified, there are several small
manufacturers who are just
on the brink of survival as coal
prices have fallen.
TEI: Can we expect a consolidation in the industry, that the
smaller players will leave?

Petrochemicals and fertilizers are doing well. First of
all, demand is stable. Fertilizers have to be used each
year (except for potassium), no one holds a high
inventory each year. Secondly, they have relatively low
debt load, and are not currently having trouble with
their debt obligations.
We already talked about metallurgy and coal, energy
is not faring better. Despite the fact that this industry
works exclusively in rubles, it has serious problems
collecting payments, which have been deferred several
months already. Energy still survives by cutting down
on investment programs, but if it encounters more
non-payments it will require state intervention.

In such circumstances, stability and solvency become more
important than margins, which makes
it hard to adopt a
pre-crisis mentality.

I doubt that there is anyone
interested in small assets with
huge amounts of debt. For
example, banks are reluctant
to seize the assets of manufacturing enterprises – they
simply don’t have the expertise to manage them. Only coal miners can manage
coal mines. In retail and real estate banks have much
more expertise, which makes them more attractive for
banks. When it comes to manufacturing companies,
it’s much better to earn on the margin than to take
over the assets yourself.
TEI: Which industries are in the best position?

Machinery, as a contract producer, is also not doing well.
It does service orders from the
military, but not significant
enough volumes. If you remove
the military from market
machinery, then only transportation machinery is left (again,
tied to RZD) and energy.
TEI: Can the government serve
as a driver for manufacturing
companies?

Don’t assume that government orders can save everyone and everything – the same leading state companies pay poorly enough and irregularly. In addition, in
many industries, for example, piping, run exclusively
on project-based orders. Tomorrow the government
could suspend or cancel the project – and the whole
investment program that project is supporting can be
written off.
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Svetlana
Graiche
Consultant, Director of Operations
at Ward Howell

Svetlana joined Ward Howell in 20 11 as part of the Lead ership Consulting team. She arrived with 8 years of experience in s trategic consulting: in project management roles, and as the head of human resources for the Russian office
of one of the major international companies. Svetlana has experience managing projects related to strategy development, analysis of organizational effectiveness, d evelo pment of organizational s tructures, key performance indicators,
and short- and long-term motivation programs for top management.
Svetlana graduated with a d egree in crisis management from the State University of Management. She also graduated
from a Russian-German program in business econ omics, which resulted in the continuation of her education in Germany. Svetlana is also a Certified Management Accountant, and in 2012 earned a certificate as a Global Remuneration
Professional from the international association WorldatWork.

COMPENSATION
SYSTEMS
IN TIMES OF UNCERTAINTY

T

he vast majority of survey respondents
confirmed that bonuses for 2014 will be paid
in full, and that there are no plans to significantly change compensation systems in 2015.
This is consistent with comments from companies in
other sectors (retail, telecommunications, etc.) – no
one is planning significant or sharp changes to their
compensation schemes.
There are several factors that led to such considered
decisions.

One is how companies are ready to handle the
recession. The last crisis caught everyone by surprise;
many companies were not ready for the new reality
and made spontaneous and unsystemic decisions.
But companies learned their lesson in the 20082009 crisis, and in the current uncertainty react in
a fundamentally different way: many have several
development plans and scenarios for specific events.
The leadership teams are a united front, ready to
face any challenge and make coordinated, systemic
decisions.
HEAVY INDUSTRY: IS THERE A CRISIS?
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Another very important factor that contributes to
companies’ confidence about maintaining the same
compensation scheme is that employee and manager compensation in Russian companies has been
in the national currency, rubles, for a long time. In
the late 1990s/early 2000s, salaries were quoted
in so-called “conventional units,” which were most
often US dollars. This was done particularly for top
management and for employees at Russian subsidiaries of Western companies. However, the stability
of the ruble’s exchange rate and the introduction
of new Russian labor legislation in 2005 led salaries
and bonuses for the vast majority of the Russian
workforce, including those in
the above-mentioned categories, to be fixed in Russian
rubles. Therefore, the ruble’s
sharp decline at the end of
2014 had virtually no effect
on allocations for employee
compensation. Many companies have, therefore, even
increased their budgets for
2015 payroll, sometimes by as
much as 10-12%.

In reviewing their compensation systems for 2015,
companies were prudent and careful. Changes were introduced selectively and only for future periods; for example, stricter KPI targets for 2015. The KPIs themselves
could be subject for review as well: earlier, companies
were focused on capital growth, increased revenues and
market share, but starting in 2015 the focus has, for
good reason, shifted toward improving operational efficiency and increasing productivity (revenue per employee, operating margin, return on investment, etc.).
In addition, the management of several Russian
companies plan to freeze their own salaries or even
decrease them by 5-10%. This
is similar to what international companies did during the
2008-2009 crisis, which affected companies in all countries.
Back then, many American
and European manufacturing
companies froze or reduced
top management salaries.
Many managers either reduced
or completely refused annual
bonuses, even if their KPIs entitled them to certain benefits.
In doing so, top management
demonstrated to investors their
understanding of their responsibility to the company’s overall
results in a time of global
economic uncertainty.

Therefore, the ruble’s sharp decline
at the end of 2014
had virtually no effect on allocations for
employee compensation. Many companies have, therefore,
even increased their
budgets for 2015
payroll, sometimes by
as much as 10-12%.

The situation with raises,
which often depend on the
accomplishment of key performance indicators (KPI), is
two-fold. Some companies
benefitted from the ruble’s
weakening – income from
exports positively affected revenues and contributed to the
achievement of KPIs. However,
companies that were dependent on imports suffered
– the weak ruble resulted in a further increase in expenditures, and key business targets were frequently
not met. In both situations, companies made logical
and reasonable decisions: preserve the fundamental
KPI parameters, and abide by previously discussed
salary agreements. No company that we know of
radically revised their systems of motivation, even
retroactively.
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It is also interesting that many
Russian companies in the current situation plan to increase
their budgets for employee development. This is one
example of a balanced approach to managing motivation and compensating personnel. In the case of a
hiring freeze, development and internal promotion becomes the correct and logical next step, one that has a
direct effect on increasing the motivation and loyalty
of personnel. This helps build trust and loyalty among
employees, and improves the employer’s brand even in
the current difficult economic situation.
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In reviewing their compensation systems for
2015, companies were prudent and careful.
Changes were introduced selectively and
only for future periods; for example, stricter
KPI targets for 2015.
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INTERVIEW
WITH

ARTEM
POLYAKOV
CEO OF NEFTETRANSSERVICE
Artem Polyakov was appointed CEO of Ne fteTransService in February 2015. Prior to joining the company, he was the
General Director for ArcelorMittal Kryvyi Rih from January 2012 to September 2014, was a member of the group’s
managing committee, and was Vice President of the ArcelorMittal group.
Earlier, from 2007 to 2011, he was the General Director of Rusagro’s sugar division. From 1999 to 2007 he worked for
the French company Lafarge, a world lead er in construction materials manufacturing, firs t as the Director of Strategy
and Business develo pment for CIS countries, and then as Executive Director for the Russian and Ukrainian company
offices. From 1994 to 1997 he worked for Karelsky Okatysh, firs t as a financial accountant, and as General Director
starting in 1996.

WE SPOKE WITH ARTEM POLYAKOV, CEO OF NE FTETRANSSERVICE, ABOUT SOME OF THE STUDY RESULTS, THE CURRENT SIT UATION ON THE MARKET, AND THE CHALLENGES FACING MANAGERS OF RUSSIAN COMPANIES

TEI: Artem, we surveyed many of the largest manufacturing companies and were surprised to find that many of
them were far more optimistic than they were in 2009,
believing that the company’s position is quite strong. Is
this optimism justified?

Artem: It’s important to understand that we are
stronger thanks to currency depreciation. I just returned from Ukraine, where the hryvnia depreciation
has significantly increased the earnings of the steel industry. Russian export companies have benefitted more

HEAVY INDUSTRY: IS THERE A CRISIS?
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than they could have, I don’t doubt that. But there is
an objective decrease in expenditures that occurred in
parallel with the fall of the ruble.
During the 2009 crisis I worked for Rusagro, producing
the cheapest antidepressant in the world – sugar. Due
to the nature of the industry,
the crisis did not hit us as hard
– the form of consumption
changed, but volumes didn’t
drop. The situation in 2012 was
much more difficult, when I
had just moved into metallurgy: amid stable demand, the
hryvnia began to fall. We experienced what we call a price-cost
squeeze (a narrowing of the gap
between costs and prices). In
2014, it got even stronger: costs
fell and prices fell even quicker,
but depreciation managed to
save us and, as a result, our
earnings were higher in 2014
than in 2012.

TEI: How should the competencies of a leader change in
these situations?
Artem: Unless I’m mistaken, Stanislav Shekshnia
wrote in his book that, in principle, leadership in a
crisis is no different, it’s just that all of management’s
mistakes become immediately
visible, they can’t be covered up
by economic growth.

In a crisis, the speed
at which one makes
decisions should
increase; it’s a necessary element for
increasing operational efficiency. To
do that the structure
has to simplify, layers that hold back
the acceptance and
implementation of
decisions have to be
eliminated.

Without question, if you were
expecting the worst, then the
current situation doesn’t seem
so bad. This is also a particularity of our consciousness – being
a pessimist all of the time is
exhausting. Our main task is to
improve production efficiency. The situation is serious
enough, and we should understand that we are running
a marathon, not a sprint. The body and mind acts
differently in a crisis – in a constant state of anxiety. In
evolutionary terms, the strongest are those who can
change more quickly than the others.

20
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What’s particularly crucial
now is the problem of decision-making. In a crisis, the
speed at which one makes
decisions should increase; it’s a
necessary element for increasing operational efficiency. To
do that the structure has to
simplify, layers that hold back
the acceptance and implementation of decisions have to be
eliminated.
It is also important that managers understand how a general
director makes decisions, so
that they can begin to model
his logic and make decisions in
accordance.

Now, many managers have left
their companies, and in their
place we’ve promoted internal candidates – those
who earlier were not making decisions, but have
deep subject-matter expertise: now they have the
ability to do it themselves. Every day I control where
we are headed with this creative process, closely
watching all of the numeric indicators. Delegation
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and control help develop creativity and guide it in
the right direction. We have the right to make mistakes, but not all mistakes are equal – we have the
right to a one-time, non-repetitive mistake.
TEI: According to our research on succession, during a
crisis companies rarely look to internal resources, instead
preferring to recruit professionals
from the outside; therefore, your
story is sufficiently atypical.
Artem: That’s possible. We behaved similarly in 2009, when
I worked for Rusagro: we gave
internal candidates a chance.
There were positions that
couldn’t be filled internally, and
for those we had to turn to the
market. But, in my opinion, the
promotion of internal candidates is always preferable, and
also cheaper.
TEI: Have you changed your
strategic planning horizon?

Strategy is formulating your thoughts about the
future in today’s moment. And in the constantly
changing environment, strategy must adapt to reality.
Look at strategy and try to think creatively about it
every month.
TEI: What is the most significant management challenge
for you at the moment?

Delegation and
control help develop creativity
and guide it in the
right direction. We
have the right to
make mistakes, but
not all mistakes
are equal – we
have the right to a
one-time, non-repetitive mistake.

Artem: At ArcelorMittal’s
strategic sessions the founder of the company, Lakshmi
Mittal, when speaking about
emerging markets, said “Why
are you talking to me about what’s going to happen
in five years, it’s better to talk about what will happen
next year.” This approach to strategic planning differs
from that of developed markets: the 2-3 year horizon
is more important, it’s what is necessary to make
informed investment decisions. Cash flow should be
healthy in the next 2-3 years, you can’t just hope that
things will get better in 5 or 10 years.

Artem: Our business should
become as customer-oriented
as possible. For example, when
I just started at ArcelorMittal
Kryvyi Rih, I would visit the
offices of clients who were
interested in our products but,
for some reason or another,
never bought them. In searching for reasons through honest
conversations with clients, I
sometimes learned far more
about my company than I
learned from speaking with
subordinates; I learned about
mistakes and inefficient procedures that I could never have
predicted.

A general director should
understand how many levels of
management there really are
in a company and, consequently, where the barriers
to sharing information are. Effective communication
means that information must be passed along clearly.
To know a client and create a conducive environment
for communicating his needs is how to truly “love
your customer,” and improvements in this arena bring
results pretty quickly. However, it’s important to note
that sharing information should be a formalized pro-
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cess in any company; it’s a system that should work
independently, not just manually.
The transportation industry is new for me, and therefore another challenge is to sort through the industry
specificities. I realize that in order to do that, I need to
rely on knowledgeable people. A general director’s talent
lies in appointing and trusting
these people. I don’t know how
to write out and formulate that
process. My primary task is to
create good conditions for my
managers. To stand by them in
difficult times. One of my company’s shareholders frequently
asked me how he could help
me. I share this approach, giving my employees KPI targets
and asking them how I can help
them reach those goals.
TEI: By the way, have the KPIs
changed during the crisis?
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Artem: This usually happens in a crisis – an owner
becomes more deeply involved in a business. No
one worries more about a
business than its owner. He
is entitled to everything, but
how you work with him is important. Sometimes appointed
general directors conceal their
ambition and unwillingness to
share power when discussing
the separation of powers; even
though, at the same time,
this is a great concept that
only works occasionally, it
isn’t a hard line that can’t be
crossed.

A general director’s
talent lies in appointing and trusting
these people. I don’t
know how to write
out and formulate
that process. My primary task is to create
good conditions for
my managers. To
stand by them in difficult times.

Artem: Yes, we’re currently
changing our KPI system, in
the current situation it’s important set motivations every
year. Where it’s possible and appropriate, we turn
to individual KPIs, are trying to change the system
and individualize it. Simultaneously redistributing
responsibility. The work has become more intense
and interesting, one could say.
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TEI: In the current situation, are owners more actively
entering in to operational management? Have they
become intolerant to mistakes?

Concerning the second
question, for an owner, of
course, the financial results
of the business are the most
important. This is a necessary
condition, but it is not enough;
there is also the emotional
component. The human relationship cannot be replaced by economic indicators,
and a good working relationship between an owner
and a general director is very important. But there
can’t be any relationship without results.
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